
The smartDOC solution by LegState is a comprehensive business and technology solution that enables airlines to manage their operational charges 

using key connectors to common industry systems. The direct operating costs captured in real time contribute directly to the Route Profitability Analysis 

reports.
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smartDOC

▪ Enables quick maintenance of master and contract data 

leveraging templates to accelerate ground operation 

data collection.

▪ A simplified UI makes the maintenance of all relevant 

data quick and easy. Upload tools facilitate bulk update 

of information on airport profiles.

▪ Offers a generic connector to Trip Record

▪ Provides a NEW invoice cockpit to simplify the 

invoice verification process

▪ Allows accepting and adding services as needed.  

The Service Acceptance Cockpit provides a 

centralized view of all the services operated on the 

flights’ turn around. 

▪ Runs on SAP Business Technology Platform (BTP)

”No Trip No Pay”
Is our motto see more at 

LegState.com
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*Source: smartDOC is now available on SAP® Store, the online marketplace

Why SAP?

To enable companies to become intelligent enterprises, SAP is expanding its vertical solutions with an ecosystem of industry cloud solutions. These 

solutions complement the existing SAP portfolio to extend the value of joint customer investments. LegState Limited is working with SAP to create 

offerings that meet specific Travel And Transportation requirements so customers can achieve positive business outcomes. 

How can smartDOC help you change the game?

The aviation industry currently faces numerous challenges. The purchase cycle for direct operating services is largely manual. It’s a challenge to carry 

out the complex calculations for direct operating costs such as landing, parking and passenger fees accurately.

SmartDOC offers templates and data upload tools to facilitate bulk data capture. It enables airlines to incur direct operational costs at source based on 

the transactional data, to assign the costs on demand to a specific flight, sector, and network, and to provide route profitability analysis on each level. 

What are the key features of smartDOC?

What are the benefits?

Enables airlines to automatically trigger the purchasing activities for a single flight and supports the creation of flight-

operations related data, its associated costs, accruals, and invoice processing with a seamless connection to the Trip 

Record.

▪ Automates Invoice Verification due to better 

control of spend based on the contracts

▪ Seamless connection to the Trip Record

▪ Improves Route Profitability 

▪ Ensures Invoice Accuracy, based on up-to-date 

contracts that include pricing of services

▪ Eliminates processing overhead 
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